
WATCH YFN LUCCI’S HOT NEW MUSIC VIDEO 
“WET (SHE GOT THAT…)” 

WATCH HERE 
 

#1 MOST ADDED AT RADIO, TRENDING ON TIKTOK AND 
YOUTUBE'S U.S. TOP SONGS CHART 

 

  

June 25, 2020 (Los Angeles, CA) – Platinum-selling rapper and entrepreneur YFN Lucci unleashes 
the music video for his red hot single “Wet (She Got That…)” via Think It’s A Game/Warner 
Records. The rapper brought the song’s slippery, scandalous, and sexed-up rhymes to life with 
actual events surrounding his relationship with Lil Wayne's daughter, Reginae Carter. Posted up in 
a lavish mansion accompanied by gorgeous companions, the visual presents the ultimate 
bedroom mood. It might just be Lucci’s most eye-catching video yet. Watch the video HERE and 
get the single HERE. 
 

“Wet (She Got That…)” recently exploded across platforms and media formats, achieving more 
than a 20% gain in audio and video streams within a week. To date, it has clocked upwards of 34 
million cumulative streams and the "WET" challenge is trending on TikTok with over 100 million 
views. On YouTube's U.S. Top Songs Chart, it vaulted from #46 to #22 last week, trending as 
the “biggest gainer on the chart.” The single emerged as #1 most added at radio and received 
praise from HotNewHipHop, who observed, “We have a feeling more than a few couples will be 
enjoying themselves to this tonight.” 

 

ABOUT YFN LUCCI: 
Singing and rapping with the same fiery force, YFN Lucci represents the next evolution of the 
Atlanta sound. Inking a deal with Think It's A Game Records (TIG Records) in 2014, he quietly 

https://youtu.be/m8jZunevga8
https://youtu.be/m8jZunevga8
https://yfn.lnk.to/WET
https://www.tiktok.com/@addisonre/video/6841248127236721925?u_code=db06868f31kd9m&preview_pb=0&language=en&_d=d41k1067fb7c71&share_item_id=6841248127236721925%C3%97tamp=1592916255&utm_campaign=client_share&app=musically&utm_medium=ios&user_id=6793797041559766021&tt_from=copy&utm_source=copy&source=h5_m
https://www.hotnewhiphop.com/yfn-luccis-wet-is-perfect-for-valentines-day-new-song.1986179.html


developed into one of his city’s most powerful voices. Following the success of Wish Me Well, he 
unleashed Wish Me Well 2 in 2016. It yielded the platinum-certified smash “Key to the Streets” 
(feat. Migos & Trouble), which amassed over 71 million Spotify streams, turned up a high-profile 
remix with Lil Wayne, 2 Chainz, and Quavo, and landed on XXL’s “50 Best Hip-Hop Songs of 2016” 
and Vibe’s “The 60 Best Songs of 2016” list. Forbes proclaimed YFN Lucci among “5 Breakout Hip-
Hop Artists to Watch This Summer” and Billboard dubbed him one of the “Top 10 Hip-Hop & R&B 
Artists to Watch in 2017.” He’s lived up to those claims with his EP Long Live Nut, which spawned 
platinum-selling #1 hit single "Everyday We Lit" with over 600 million cumulative streams, and 
album Ray Ray From Summer Hill [TIG Records / Warner Records]. In addition, 2019's "All Night 
Long" (feat. Trey Songz) reached the top 10 at Urban Radio. 

 

FOLLOW YFN LUCCI: 
Website | Instagram | Twitter | Facebook | YouTube 

 

For press inquiries, please contact: 
 

Aishah White | Warner Records 

Aishah.White@warnerrecords.com 
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